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About This Game

Try your hand at the VR spaceflight challenge reviewers have dubbed “not a hurl fest!” Enter a world full of immersive alien
landscapes through which you must navigate at high speeds, using lightning-fast reflexes to score points and earn your rep as the

ultimate starfighter pilot. How long can you survive?

PolyRunner VR is an addictive, high-quality experience that tests your skills against an other-worldly, ever-changing landscape
rather than testing your ability to maintain control of your stomach. This engaging virtual world offers more interesting,

challenging terrain the further you progress. All the while, you can collect bonus points for your precision by navigating through
checkpoints and utilizing boosts to give you an extra edge. The intuitive controls make it easy for anyone to compete in this

spaceship runner, but mastering flight skills is a feat that will earn you a place among the top guns and make you worthy of a
personal theme song that would inspire jealousy in any maverick pilot. Will you accept the challenge?

Features:

A spaceflight runner designed to put your skills to the test

Intriguing, immersive landscapes that change as you progress
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Checkpoints and boosts that help you earn even higher scores

An incredibly comfortable VR experience

Multiple control options to suit your preference

Intuitive and easy to learn, but challenging to achieve top scores
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Title: Poly Runner VR
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Lucid Sight, Inc.
Publisher:
Lucid Sight, Inc.
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2016
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I picked this game up after seeing a streamer play it with his discord. It is a really genius idea and has a lot of potential, but
unfortunately the only people left playing this game are ones who think it's funny to say the N word every two seconds or
gross\/disturbing things. Even today I popped on to see if there was anything worth while, all that was available was a room
named "Slave Auction". It's really sad that this game has just sunk into a playground for kids who think its funny to be racist.
The only time I could see this being fun is if you were to get a group of discord or irl friends to make a room, but even then, I
don't think its worth giving the game the 2 dollars it was on sale, let alone 5 dollar a person. What a disappointment. I really
loved this VN and the story its loosely based on.

On her way home from school, Mariko who spends her train rides alone (as she is the only passenger), gets transported to a
magical world in-between the spirit world and human world. What's not to love?

Pros
- Beautiful art
- Engaging story
- Fun characters
- Animated backgrounds

Cons
- Kinda short
- The extra stories were 'hard' to find (not really, but I wasn't aware of them and found them by accident)

Conclusion:
If this visual novel only had its main story to offer, I would have been a little disappointed. For its quality, it would still be well
worth its price, but I felt the main story could have had some more user input, or at least a little bit more story to offer.
The extras really give this visual novel a well-rounded story and while everything combined is still kind of short, I greatly
enjoyed how this 'Journey Ended'.
. Being that it is in early access, the game is very funny and very comic. Maybe a story mode or something more engaging would
be cool to see. 10/10!. well done, i would like to see more dlc in the near future plz :) also maybe some urban infintry suport
roll. You know...even if I am giving this game a thumbs down it does not mean its a bad game. I like the fact it has no combat
and is completely dialog based. The problem is that it has no ending at all and is less than three hours long. Stay away for now,
but, when the mod support kicks off and if the developers add more to the story..then go for it. Its a good start..but thats all. The
conversations though are very well written and interesting, drawing some alagories to real life even though it uses a fantasy
setting. Wait a few months and then buy this game..hopefully it will be more complete then.. Best game ever? Maybe.

  Pros:
  High precision challenges in 3D.

  Cons:
  There are moments where the player has to wait or walk without any challenge like a
stage where the player starts on a moving platform and it takes many seconds to get
to the first challenge, so repeating these moments on every attempt is annoying;
  No map editor.

  Rating: 9.8\/10; with a map editor it would be 9.9\/10.. This game really is the next type of GD game. Amazing!. Nice
hardcore game. Support charity! buy!. So much fun so glad this is on steam played on other sites but this is the best.. Pretty
decent game. If you like puzzle speedrun platforming, you'll likely dig it. None of it was exceedingly difficult until I got to
marathon mode - which is fiendishly difficult. I finished everything but marathon mode in about 5 hours.
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Absolutely love this game. The whole family plays and it's been a blast. Completely worth the money!!!

I have nerve and muscle damage in my primary arm and this has been a good way to move it and have fun.

Thanks,
:)k. Super fun game! No more plattforming though just mind-bending, fxxxxing hard puzzles! Love it!
Wooohooo!!!\/10 :). Yep, it's a wallpaper generator lacking actual gameplay, but damn, the visuals are simply mesmerizing.. i
walked in and my stuffwas taken away. once uigot goyu ut ui j8lod tallthem. \udb40\udc21. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 EPIC
and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 DEEP SILVER

but this game pretty good tho. Time Ramesside ( A Horrible Game ). This game has a plot that I can only describe as non
existent. It has nothing to do with the afformentioned Mark Faroh being a scientist at all. The game in fact is just you running
through different areas killing the enemies which quickly wears on you and becomes a chore with the small choice of weaponry
that all seem to be useless in my opinion. So anyway you fight all of the poorly modeled and textured enemies in the poorly
modeled and textured world with your crappy guns. Needless to say there really isn't much to say about this abomination. Just
save your 3 bucks for something else unless you can get this game for 30 cents or less I couldn't reccomend you touch this game
with a 9 and a half foot pole. Decent for a laugh with friends this game is nothing more than a joke and not even a good one.
2\/10 Not even sure this is a game. If you would like to see some gameplay here is a link.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/xcfmyrMQBP0
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